are those involved in the initial steps in ring formation.
The nucleus model, which proposes that the position of the nucleus It is likely that the initial cell cycle trigger for ring formadetermines the division site, is the most consistent with examples tion is the p34 cdc2 mitotic kinase, since ring formation is diagrammed in (B) . See text for details.
an early event in mitosis and requires the activation of the mitotic kinase p34 cdc2 but not its subsequent inactivation ( Figure 2 ; Marks and Hyams, 1985; Snell and Nurse, Models for Positioning the Division Site Although some progress has been made in understand-1994; Chang et al., 1996) . Two recent papers describe two important regulators that act close to the initiation ing the cell cycle control of actin ring formation, little is known about the spatial controls. How is the actin ring of ring formation and may act downstream of p34 cdc2 : plo1 and cdc15.
positioned in the middle of the cell? How does a cell know where its middle is? We discuss a number of plo1 encodes a homolog of the conserved polo protein kinase family, which have been shown to play roles in models below and show how they can be tested by considering different mutants altered in cell and nuclear mitosis in several organisms (Ohkura et al., 1995) . plo1 in fission yeast also regulates mitotic events, since cells morphology. One model is that the mitotic spindle determines the deleted for plo1 have defects in actin ring formation and spindle assembly (Ohkura et al., 1995) . Remarkably, division plane ( Figure 3A ), as has been proposed in animal cells. However, numerous observations have shown overexpression of plo1 induces actin ring formation and septation in interphase cells with interphase microtuthat the mitotic spindle is not required for placement or assembly of the ring. A mutant in ␤-tubulin, nda3-311, bules. This induction occurs in the absence of mitotic kinase activity and can occur both in G1-arrested and arrests in mitosis and forms a ring at the correct medial position in the complete absence of a spindle (Chang G2-arrested cells. Thus, the plo1p kinase can be thought as a "septum-promoting factor" that may normally act et al., 1996) . In addition, overexpression of cdc15p or the plo1p kinase in interphase cells induces the formation of downstream of p34 cdc2 (see Figure 2 ). cdc15 encodes a novel protein containing SH3, a medial ring in cells with an interphase microtubule array and no mitotic spindle ( Figure 3B ; Fankhauser et coiled-coil, and PEST domains (Fankhauser et al., 1995) . cdc15 is essential for actin ring formation, since a cdc15 al. Ohkura et al., 1995) . Thus, the position of the division site can be determined even before the cell mutant displays only delocalized dots of actin in place of an actin ring, and cdc15p is localized to the contractile enters mitosis and forms a mitotic spindle. The cortical marker model stipulates that there may ring. In a manner similar to plo1, overexpression of cdc15 in G2-arrested cells promotes formation of a mebe a site on the cell surface that dictates the division plane ( Figure 3A) , as has been proposed in budding dial actin ring (but not septation) in the absence of cdc2p activity. The phosphorylation state of cdc15p varies in yeast and diatoms. One specific model is that there may be a marker located on the division scar from a previous the cell cycle: it is phosphorylated during most of the cell cycle and is hypophosphorylated during actin ring generation. The pattern of cell growth at the ends of the cell may then place this marker at the middle of the cell formation. In addition, cdc15 mRNA levels fluctuate in the cell cycle and peak around mitosis. Synthetic lethal at the time of ring formation. A prediction of this model is that alterations in the pattern of growth would lead interactions with cdc15 and cdc4 or cdc3 suggest that cdc15p may interact with the other actin ring gene prodto asymmetric division. However, mutants in S. pombe that grow primarily from only one end of the cell, such as ucts. One possible model is that cdc15p nucleates the actin ring and is subject to cell cycle regulation from a wee1 mutant (Mitchison and Nurse, 1985) and NETOdefective mutants (Verde et al., 1995) , still place the protein kinases, such as plo1p and p34
cdc2
, and protein phosphatases (Figure 2) . division site in the middle. In addition, the tea1 mutant, which initiates growth at an abnormal site and grows in These observations imply an outline of a pathway (Figure 2 ): upon entry into mitosis, the p34 cdc2 mitotic a T shape, often divides in the new part of the cell that did not exist in a previous generation ( Figure 3B ; Snell kinase may activate plo1p and cdc15p, which go on to organize the cdc3, cdc4, cdc8, and cdc12 gene prodand Nurse, 1994). Thus, it is unlikely that a cortical marker from a previous generation determines the site. ucts and actin into a contractile ring. The polar signal model postulates that there may be signals emanating from the poles that impart spatial information through monotonic gradients ( Figure 3A) ; these signals may be in the form of morphogen gradients, such as those in the Drosophila embryo, or may be derived from balances of tension in the cortex or the cytoskeleton. This model is challenged by the pattern of multiple actin rings in the cdc11 mutant ( Figure 3B ). The cdc11 mutant undergoes repeated nuclear cycles without cell division and accumulates with multiple nuclei (Nurse et al., 1976) . Although the mutant does not make a septum, it makes actin rings that then disappear. As shown in Figure 3B , in this multinucleate mutant, during the mitosis in which two nuclei divide into four, two actin rings are often observed overlying the position of the two nuclei (Marks et al., 1987) . It is difficult to explain these multiple rings with simple gradients, al- the premitotic nucleus may determine the site of ring formation ( Figure 3A) . This model is the most consistent with all observations thus far. The primary support for involved in the proposed signals between nucleus and the nuclear model comes from the simple fact that the cortex (Figure 2 ). This mutant demonstrates that it is positions of the nucleus before division and the actin possible to separate functions of ring placement from ring always coincide. In wild-type cells, both are located ring assembly. The mid1 mutant is similar, at least in in the middle of the cell (Figure 1 ). The actin ring begins spirit, to the bud site placement mutants in budding to form in early mitosis on the cortex that overlies the yeast (bud mutants; see Chant, 1996) and the tangled nucleus before nuclear division occurs. This correlation division site mutant in maize (Smith et al., 1996) . The continues to hold in a number of morphological mutants. molecular characterization of mid1 will hopefully give The division site coincides with the position of the nuinsight into the molecular nature of signals that detercleus in the tea1 cells and in cells overproducing plo1 mine the division plane. or cdc15 ( Figure 3B ). Multiple actin rings are formed Additional Questions at the sites of the multiple nuclei (cdc11; Figure 3B ).
There are many questions in the spatial control of the However, more definitive evidence remains to be colring not addressed in the nuclear model. How might the lected. One prediction is that displacement of the nunucleus, an approximate sphere, influence the cortex in cleus will lead to a similarly displaced septum. This nua way to create a thin ring? Does the ring start from one clear model has been present in the fungal literature for point, or is it assembled from many points simultanemany years, especially in hyphal fungi. For instance, ously? How does the ring form as a closed ring and not, Girbardt (1979) has moved nuclei in the hyphal fungus for instance, an aggregate or spiral? How is the width Trametes versicolar using a micromanipulator needle of the ring controlled? How is the ring properly oriented and has shown that the site of the actin ring will be orthogonally to the cell surface? Examples of how things displaced with the nucleus.
can go wrong are the formation of angled rings in a mid1 In summary, the most attractive model is that the mutant (Chang et al., 1996) and the formation of multiple nucleus somehow sends a signal to the cortex that posiaggregates instead of a ring in cells overexpressing tions the ring in its vicinity. It is possible that a structure cdc15 (Fankhauser et al., 1995) . associated with the nucleus, such as the spindle pole Finally, there is still the question of how the cell knows body, may be responsible. One challenge will be to see where its middle is. If the nucleus determines the posihow the spatial cues may locally activate the initiators tion of the division site, then the problem goes back one of the actin ring, such as cdc15p and the plo1p kinase step to how the nucleus is positioned in the middle. (Figure 2) .
The interphase nucleus is surrounded by a basket of mid1-A Gene Required to Position the Division Site microtubules that extends to the cell tips (Hagan and A mutant defective in the placement of the actin ring Hyams, 1988) and may be positioned by a balance of has been recently described (Chang et al., 1996) ; this forces from the microtubule cytoskeleton and associrepresents an initial step toward determining molecular ated motor proteins from the cell tips. However, a recent components involved in the putative nuclear signal.
description of the tea2 mutant could challenge this view: mid1 mutants form an actin ring and septum at random this mutant has aberrently short interphase microtupositions and angles; Figure 4 illustrates examples of bules that do not extend to the tips, but the nucleus is asymmetric, tilted, and longitudinal septa in mid1 cells.
still correctly positioned in the middle of the cell (Verde The nucleus is positioned normally, and nuclear division et al., 1995). Thus, although microtubules are probably occurs normally. Thus, mid1 is required to couple the necessary for proper nuclear positioning, there may be additional factors involved in defining the cell middle. division site to the position of the nucleus and may be
Summary
In fission yeast, we propose that the division plane may be positioned by the position of the premitotic nucleus, perhaps by a signal emanating from the nucleus. Gene products involved in the assembly of the ring and its temporal and spatial controls are beginning to be characterized. Some of these, such as mid1p, may be involved in signals that position the divison site. In animal cells, the division site may be determined by analogous signals emanating from the mitotic asters (Rappaport, 1986) . We speculate that the signals defined in fission yeast will help identify signals that determine the division plane in all kinds of eukaryotes.
